
Course: Cadre Period 4th Class Assessment 

 

Purpose: Evaluate effectiveness of Cadre Training and Leadership during Cadre Period and either 
promote or conditionally promote 4C Cadets from Cadet Recruit to Cadet Private. 

 

Description: At the conclusion of Challenge week, each battalion conducts an internal assessment which 
provides the training status of 4th class cadets and drives company training plans during Cadre period.  
Company commanders and their cadre focus on training deficiencies and continually evaluate 4th class 
training progression throughout the remainder of Cadre period in preparation for their final assessment. 
During the post Cadre Period Assessment, 4th Class Cadets are externally evaluated on personal 
appearance, room arrangement, 4th class knowledge, platoon drill and ceremonies, and physical fitness.  

Regimental Operations will issue an OPORD (Annex A) XX days prior to execution and the Regimental 
Commander will give guidance to BN Command Teams and support personnel.  BN command teams are 
required to analyze the Regimental OPORD and conduct a brief back to the Regimental Commander 
within 30 minutes of the order being issued. BN Commanders will use their staff and create/issue their 
BN OPORDs to their Company Command Teams within three days of receiving the Regimental Order. 
Key personnel are given their task/purpose and any issues are identified and resolved. Company 
inspection team will consist of the Company Commander, Executive Officer, 1SG, Cadre Platoon Leader, 
and the Company Drill Master. This is a mandatory event and every effort should be made to have the 
Cadets in these duty positions present for the assessment. 

Regimental and BN leadership, Company Inspection teams, Drill Masters, and all support personnel will 
report to JHA auditorium on the Friday prior to the Cadre Period Assessment to receive a briefing 
(Annex B) from the Regimental Commander/SGM to receive final guidance and answer questions. 

On the day of execution, the Regimental SGM will report to the mess hall with a box containing 21 
pieces of folded paper with each of the company letters written on them. The SGM will mix them up and 
Company Commanders will draw a company from the box and write their company letter next to the 
company they drew on the master tracking document (Annex C). Once the drawing is complete, BN 
SGM’s will record which inspection teams will be coming to their BN and prepare to receive them. 

Inspection teams will be received by the BN Commander/SGM and directed to their assigned company.  

 

Hours: 

Instruction 

Demonstration 

Practical Exercise 

Evaluation 

 



 

 

List of Major Component Areas:  

1. Proper Wear of The Summer Leave Uniform  
2. Properly Arrange and prepare a Cadet Room IAW the White Book 
3. Platoon level Drill and Ceremony 
4. Citadel Physical Fitness Test 
5. 4th Class Knowledge 

 

 

Tasks associated with each component area: 

 

1. Proper Wear of Summer Leave Uniform. 

a. Summer Leave proper fit 

b. Shine Shoes 

c. Remove Lacquer from Brass 

d. Shine Brass  

e. Wear of shirt stays 

f. Ironing shirts and trousers 

2. Learn how to clean and prepare a barracks room for Inspection 

a. Prepare Bed for Inspection 

b. Prepare Sink and Cabinet for Inspection 

c. Prepare Desk for Inspection 

d. Prepare Half Press for Inspection 

e. Prepare Full Press for Inspection 

f. Prepare Floor, Walls, Doors, windows, blinds and baseboards for Inspection 

g. Empty trash and prepare trashcans for inspection 

3. Conduct platoon level Drill and Ceremony 

a. Stand at Attention 

b. Stand at Parade Rest 



c. Stand at Ease 

d. Conduct Facing Movements  

e. Platoon Marching-Flanking, Column and Rear Movements 

f. Perform a Hand Salute 

g. Count Off in Line and Column Formation 

4. Conduct Citadel Physical Fitness Test 

a. Perform Push-Ups 

b. Perform Crunches 

c. Run 1.5 miles 

5.  Conduct 4th class knowledge test 

a. College Regulations 

b. Chain of Command 

c. 4C procedures 

d. Honor Code 

e. Other facts 

 

 

Lesson plans for each task 

Task: Conduct Personal Appearance Inspection 

Condition: Given a Company Inspection Team consisting of the Company Commander, Executive officer, 
1SG, Cadre PSG and 4th Class Cadets wearing the summer leave uniform organized into four squads. 

Standard: Each Company Inspector will evaluate one squad and conduct a personal appearance 
inspection IAW a provided evaluation sheet. 

Materials and Support Requirements: 

1. Evaluation sheets with clip boards 
2. Recorders (SL or Squad CPL) 
3. Cadre PSG 
4. BN Clerks  
5. Company Inspection teams   

 

 



Introduction: 

Each 4th class platoon will be externally assessed on their personal appearance IAW the White Book 
Chapter 7, Section 5 by an evaluation team (outlined above) that has been tasked through the 
Regimental and BN chain of command. The Cadre PSG is responsible for preparing the platoon for 
inspection and Cadre Squad Leaders serve as recorders. 

 

Presentation: 

PSG’s will form up their platoons at normal interval and open ranks. SL’s will fall in on their squads and 
wait for inspection team to take charge. SL’s will have clipboards with PAI score sheets and Room 
inspection sheets pre-filled out. Sheets should be in the order that the knobs are lined up in. 

PSG will call the platoon to attention and report to the Officer in charge of the inspection team.  

Report will consist of XX assigned and xx present for inspection. 

Officer in charge of the inspection team will give the command “inspection team, fall in on your squad 
and begin the inspection”.  

Inspectors for each squad will move to the first knob in the squad. SL’s will step out, execute an about 
face and prepare to record scores. Inspector will verify each knobs name on the inspection sheet as they 
move to them.  Inspector will give the command “ready, move” and the inspector and SL will step over 
to their right, and execute a left face for each knob. 

When the inspector gets to the end of the squad, they will go around and inspect the rear of that squad. 
Note: Be prepared to work around another inspector/ recorder as you move to inspect the back. Once 
the inspector is finished, the SL will give the command “parade rest” to their squad and stand by. 

Once the PAI is complete, the PSG will give the command “attention”, “close ranks, march” and dismiss 
the knobs to their rooms for room inspection. 4th class cadets will move directly to their rooms. 

SL’s will then escort their inspector to each room within their squad and act as recorder. SL’s should be 
prepared to give their completed PAI score sheets to the BN clerk prior to moving to the room 
inspections.  

Summary 

This inspection will allow commanders to measure the effectiveness of their Cadre leadership during 
Cadre period and their ability to identify training deficiencies for each 4th class cadet. The overall 
performance of each 4th class platoon is a direct reflection on their cadre leaders. 

Evaluation 

4th class cadets will be graded using a PAI/room inspection evaluation sheet (Annex D).  

 

 



Task: Conduct barracks room inspection 

Condition: Given a Company Inspection Team consisting of the Company Commander, Executive officer, 
1SG, Cadre PSG and 4th Class Cadets wearing the summer leave uniform organized into four squads. 

Standard: Each Company Inspector will cover down on one squad and conduct a barracks room 
inspection IAW a provided evaluation sheet. 

Materials and Support Requirements: 

1. Evaluation sheets with clip boards 
2. Recorder (SL or Squad CPL) 
3. Cadre PSG  
4. BN Clerks 
5. Company Inspection Teams 

Introduction 

Each 4th class platoon will be externally assessed on placing their barracks room in order IAW the White 
Book Chapter 5, section 4 by an evaluation team (outlined above) that has been tasked through the 
Regimental and BN chain of command. The Cadre PSG is responsible for preparing the platoon for 
inspection and the Cadre Squad Leaders serve as recorders. 

Presentation 

Once the personal appearance inspection has been conducted, 4th class cadets will move directly to their 
rooms. SL’s will escort their inspector to each room within their squad and act as recorder for each knob 
being inspected.  

Detailed inspectors will evaluate each 4th class cadet’s room using the same scoresheet they used for the 
PAI (Annex D). Score sheets should be filled out with the knobs name and inspectors will verify the 
names prior to beginning in a room. 

4th class cadets will place their covers in their full press and will be instructed to call the room to 
attention once the inspector enters the room.  

Once a squad is complete, the SL will order the knobs to change into duty and be prepared to conduct 
the drill evaluation. SL’s will notify the Cadre PSG when their squad is complete and turn in the room 
inspection sheets to BN clerks immediately following. The Cadre PSG will notify BN OPS when their 
platoon is complete with their room inspections. 

PSG will use the time during the room inspection to go over the commands for the drill evaluation. 

Summary 

This inspection will allow commanders to measure the effectiveness of their Cadre leadership during 
Cadre period and their ability to identify training deficiencies for each 4th class cadet. The overall 
performance of each 4th class platoon is a direct reflection on their cadre leaders. 

Evaluation 



4th class cadets will be graded using a PAI/room inspection evaluation sheet (Annex D) 

 

 

Task: Conduct Platoon Drill 

Condition: Given an evaluation team consisting of four Drill Masters, the Cadre PSG and a platoon of 4th 
Class Cadets organized into four squads. 

Standard: Each 4th Class platoon will be evaluated on their proficiency while conducting stationary and 
marching drill movements while given commands by their Cadre PSG. 

Materials and Support Requirements: 

1. Drill Card evaluation sheet with clip board 
2. Four Drill Masters 
3. 4th Class Platoon organized into four squads 
4. Cadre PSG 

Introduction 

During Challenge Week, 4th class cadets are trained extensively on Drill and Ceremonies beginning with 
individual drill movements and culminating with Squad Level drill. Cadre Squad Leaders counsel their 4th 
class cadets, conduct retraining as needed and begin to expose their cadets to platoon level drill.  

Presentation 

Throughout Cadre period, Cadre leadership continually trains their 4C Cadets on drill during morning 
formations, movement to and from areas on campus as a platoon, and integrate 4C cadets into parade 
formations. When Battalion Commanders issue their OPORD for this training event, Cadre PSG’s will be 
issued an enhanced Drill Guide (Annex E) and a quick reference Drill Guide (Annex F). Just as the 4C 
Cadets are being exposed to platoon level drill, the Cadre PSG’s are also gaining proficiency on drill 
training and execution. The Cadre PSG’s will utilize these tools to train their platoons through the 
remainder of Cadre Period and prepare their platoons for the assessment. 

Once the Regimental OPRORD is issued, the Regimental Drill Master will issue the Drill Annexes to each 
of the Company Drill Masters and conduct any training necessary to ensure they are able to effectively 
coach and mentor their Cadre PSG’s and 4C Cadets. Company Drill Masters will continuously monitor 
their 4C platoon’s progress throughout Cadre Period and ensure the Cadre PSG is executing drill 
commands and movements correctly. 

Immediately following the barracks room inspection, 4C Cadets will be instructed to change into duty 
uniform and move down to the barracks quad and wait to be called into formation by the PSG for the 
evaluation. Once the PSG has given the command to fall in, the evaluation begins. 

Evaluation 

The Platoon drill evaluation will be conducted by the four Drill Masters from the Company Evaluation 
teams using a Drill Score Card (Annex G). One Drill Master will take charge during each iteration and 



confirm that the PSG may move onto the next movement. The four Drill Masters will post themselves 
where they can best observe the entire platoon and will give a go/no go for each movement. Scores will 
be tabulated at the end of the evaluation and turned into BN Clerks. The PSG is not being evaluated and 
may use supplemental commands at any time during the evaluation. Once the evaluation is complete, 
the PSG dismiss their platoon and receive feedback from the Drill Master team. Each platoon will be 
called forward until all platoons are complete. 

Task: Conduct 4th Class knowledge test 

Condition: Given 4C platoons, Company, Battalion, and Regimental Academic Teams 

Standard: 4C Cadets will demonstrate their proficiency in knob knowledge with a written examination 
administrated by Regimental Academic leadership 

Materials and Support Requirements: 

1. Academic Officers and NCO’s as directed by the Regimental Academic Officer 
2. 4th Class Platoons with pens 
3. Written examination vetted by the Regimental Academic Team 

Introduction 

From the time 4C Cadets walk through the gate and report to their Company 1SG on matriculation day, 
they are exposed to and expected to retain information that is critical to their successful integration in 
to the SCCC. This is accomplished in a variety of ways to include mandatory reading and reciting of 
information from the Guidon, LTP’s, unit training, SMI’s and other training events.  

Presentation 

On the day of execution, 4C cadets are marched in duty uniform to the mess hall and seated by 
company IAW the Regimental OPORD. Test instruction are issued by the Regimental Academic Team and 
tests are distributed to each 4C Cadet. Battalion and company academic teams serve as proctors during 
the testing period. At the conclusion, tests are consolidated by company for grading and 4C Cadets are 
fed a family style breakfast and move back to their barracks to prepare for the Personal Appearance 
Inspection. 

Summary 

This examination facilitates assessment of 4C Cadets knowledge and ability to retain information that 
they have been exposed to throughout Cadre Period. It covers a wide variety of areas that are extremely 
important to 4C cadet’s professional development and successful integration to the SCCC. 

Evaluation 

4C Cadets are given one hour to complete a 25 question written examination (Annex H) and is graded 
by Regimental Academic leadership using an answer key (Annex H) immediately following. Scoring 
system is: 

 

 



Task: Conduct Citadel Physical Fitness Test 

Condition: Given 4C platoons, Company, Battalion, and Regimental Athletic Officers, and graders tasked 
by The Citadel Physical Fitness Director 

Standard: 4C Cadets will demonstrate their ability to conduct as many push-ups and crunches they can 
do in two minutes and run 1.5 miles IAW standards outlined in the White Book Chapter one, section 
five. 

Materials and Support Requirements: 

1. Regimental, BN, and Company Athletic officers 
2. Graders with clipboards 
3. Wilson Practice Field and suitable 1.5 run course on campus 
4. Road Guards 
5. Citadel Athletic Trainers with Golf Cart 
6. Clock 

Introduction 

Physical fitness is a major component of cadet life and Cadets must pass the CPFT and height/weight to 
be considered proficient. Cadre will be able to assess their 4C physical fitness levels during challenge 
week and continually improve where needed through organized Regimental Physical Training.  

Presentation 

The 4C physical fitness test is executed the week prior to parent’s weekend under the guidance of the 
Citadel Physical Fitness Director and the Regimental Athletic Officer and a separate POI (Annex I) is 
maintained for execution of CPFT’s.  

Summary 

Cadre and Company leadership are leading 4C Cadets with widely varying levels of physical fitness. 4C 
cadets are led through vigorous and focused physical fitness training throughout the Cadre Period and 
this evaluation will measure the effectiveness of the Cadre’s training and leadership abilities culminating 
with the CPFT. 

Evaluation 

4C Cadets scores are combined and averaged by company. Cadets that are not present or XPT will not 
count against a company score. 

 


